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Analysis Combined with Mobile Polarimetric Radar Data
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ZACHARY WIENHOFF, HOWARD B. BLUESTEIN, AND DYLAN REIF

School of Meteorology, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma

(Manuscript received 12 April 2018, in final form 11 September 2018)

ABSTRACT

Polarimetric measurements recorded by a mobile X-band radar are combined with photographs of the

Dodge City, Kansas, tornado to quantitatively document the evolving debris cloud. An inner annulus or tube

of high radar reflectivity encircled the tornado at low levels. A column of low cross-correlation coefficient rhv
was centered on the funnel cloud during the early stage of the tornado’s life cycle. In addition, two areas of low

rhv were located near the inner annulus of high radar reflectivity and were hypothesized to be regions of high

debris loading that have been reproduced in simulations of lofted debris. Another column of low rhv was a

result of strong wind speeds that were progressively lofting small debris and dust as inflow rotated around and

within the weak echo notch of the hook echo. A column of negative differential reflectivity ZDR was also

centered on the tornado and was hypothesized to result from common debris alignment. The polarimetric

structure undergoes a dramatic transition when the debris cloud was prominent and enveloped most of the

funnel cloud. Theweak echo column (WEC) began to fill at lower levels as large amounts of debris were lofted

into the circulation. The axis of minimum rhv shifted to a radius just beyond the funnel cloud. A column of

positive ZDR was collocated with the funnel surrounded by negative ZDR. The negative ZDR and low rhv
within the debris cloud were likely the result of some common debris alignment from wheat stems. The

positive ZDR within the funnel signified the presence of a few hydrometeors.

1. Introduction

Important advances in our understanding of the fine-

scale structure of tornadoes have been achieved with the

introduction of ground-based, mobile Doppler radars

(e.g., Wurman and Gill 2000; Wurman 2002; Bluestein

et al. 2004, 2007a; Lee and Wurman 2005; Kosiba and

Wurman 2010; Wakimoto et al. 2011; Wurman and

Kosiba 2013; Wurman et al. 2013, 2014; Kurdzo et al.

2017). More recently, these radars have been equipped

with polarimetric capability that are capable of discrimi-

nating between types of hydrometeors and also identify

regions characterized by lofted debris (e.g., Ryzhkov

et al. 2005; Bluestein et al. 2007b, 2015; Kumjian and

Ryzhkov 2008; Schultz et al. 2012a, b; Bodine et al. 2013,

2014; Snyder and Bluestein 2014; Kurdzo et al. 2015;

Houser et al. 2016; Tanamachi et al. 2012; Van Den

Broeke 2015; Wakimoto et al. 2015, 2016). Indeed, there

have been a number of studies that have attempted to

provide a detailed analysis of lofted debris within a tor-

nado by analyzing the tornadic debris signature (TDS;

Ryzhkov et al. 2005). The TDS was originally defined to

be associated with radar reflectivity Z . 45dBZ, cross-

correlation coefficient rhv , 0.8, differential reflectivity

ZDR , 0.5dB, and collocated with an intense rotational

couplet. More recent studies have proposed modification

to several of these numbers suggesting that defining

precise threshold values demarcating a TDS is challeng-

ing (e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; Bodine et al. 2013,

2014; Van Den Broeke and Jauernic 2014). There is

general agreement that rhv provides a better indicator of

lofted debris within a tornado than ZDR since the latter

exhibits a positive bias when rain is present (Bluestein

et al. 2007b) and a negative bias when there is Mie
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scattering and/or common debris alignment (Ryzhkov

et al. 2005; Bluestein et al. 2007b; Cheong et al. 2017;

Umeyama et al. 2018). Anomalously low values of ZDR

can also be due to differential attenuation if located

downrange of a heavy precipitation core (Schultz

et al. 2012a).

It is well known that lofted debris will impact both the

observed Doppler velocities and the tornado’s wind field.

Bodine et al. (2016a) simulated the impact of wood

boards on the measured velocities in tornadoes. At S

band, the boards are the dominant scatterers except when

the wood board concentrations are very low. In contrast,

raindrops are the dominant scatterers atKa andWbands.

At intermediate frequencies, (e.g., X band), the air and

simulated Doppler velocity difference exhibited large

variability depending on the relative concentrations of

raindrops and wood boards. The authors cautioned that

their results are for only one debris type.

Strong centrifuging of hydrometeors and debris

within a tornado resulting in a positive bias in radial ve-

locities relative to the airspeed has been reported by

several investigators (e.g., Dowell et al. 2005; Wakimoto

et al. 2012; Nolan 2013; Bodine et al. 2014). The bias can

have a nontrivial impact on the derived vertical velocities

(e.g., Wakimoto et al. 2012; Nolan 2013; Bodine et al.

2016a) and also contribute to the absence of prominent

convergent flow at low levels, except in a few cases (e.g.,

Wurman et al. 2007, see their Fig. 3; Kosiba andWurman

2013), even though convergence has been documented in

numerical simulations and laboratory experiments of in-

tense vortices. Lewellen et al. (2008) using a large-eddy

simulation model documented reductions in azimuthal

velocities of 20%–50% when lofted debris (sand parti-

cles) was included. Bodine et al. (2016b) found that sand

particles could cause reduction in surface wind speeds up

to 50%. Although the peak wind velocities are reduced

with the addition of lofted debris, this does not necessarily

mean that the damage potential is reduced. Total swirl

momentum including the effects of debris can increase

and ‘‘sandblasting’’ can combine to produce even greater

damage (Lewellen et al. 2008) and can contribute to the

observed damage along the tornado track (e.g., Doswell

and Brooks 2002).

Lofted debris can be visually apparent as a debris cloud

that envelops the funnel and is a characteristic feature of

many tornadoes. The size and shape of the cloud is de-

pendent on the tornadic wind speeds but also the type of

debris that is lofted (e.g., Lewellen et al. 2008). Although

there have been numerous photographs and movies of

debris clouds documented in the literature and an in-

creasing number of cases when polarimetric data were

collected by radars, there has not been an attempt to

combine detailed photogrammetric analysis of debris

FIG. 1. Radar images at 0.58 elevation angle from theDodge City

(DDC) WSR-88D. (a) Radar reflectivity and (b) Doppler velocity

at 2248 UTC. (c) Radar reflectivity and (d) Doppler velocity at

2308 UTC. (e) Radar reflectivity and (f) Doppler velocity at 2322

UTC. (g) Radar reflectivity and (h) Doppler velocity at 2335 UTC.

Blue lines represent the location of tornado tracks that are en-

larged in Fig. 2. Black arrows denote the location of shear features

or rotational couplets inDoppler velocity and enhanced reflectivity

within the hook echo.
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clouds accompanying a tornado with polarimetric radar

data. Van Den Broeke (2015) examined TDS variability

and debris fallout signatures for a number of tornadoes

but no visual information was presented. In addition, the

coarser resolution data collected by the WSR-88Ds were

used in his study. Wakimoto et al. (2015) merged polar-

imetric data with images of the 31 May 2013 El Reno,

Oklahoma, tornado. A prominent and large TDS was

associated with the tornado but the debris cloud docu-

mented in the photographs was obscured by poor visi-

bility and precipitation. Qualitative photogrammetric

analysis of a tornado was performed by Bluestein et al.

(2007b). Their results showed general agreement be-

tween the dust/debris cloud and the regions of low ZDR

and rhv within the TDS. Bluestein et al. (2007b) did not

attempt tomerge the polarimetric data with images of the

tornado and the radar data were also restricted to lower

levels so that variations ofZDR, rhv, and radar reflectivity

data could not be examined as a function of height

with the photographs. Griffin et al. (2017) presented

the three-dimensional wind field of a TDS associated

with an intense tornado; however, no visual informa-

tion was provided. It would be important and valuable

to be able to merge collocated visual and radar obser-

vations of a tornado. To date, observational studies

of lofted debris have largely focused on radar polari-

metric measurements with little documentation of

the visual characteristics of the debris cloud and its

relationship to the funnel.

On 24 May 2016, a series of supercells formed over

western Kansas and produced a number of tornadoes.

Wienhoff et al. (2018) have examined radar data col-

lected on this day and produced dual-Doppler analyses of

some of the tornadoes mentioned in this paper. One cell

west of Dodge City, Kansas, was intercepted by the mo-

bile rapid-scanning X-band polarimetric Doppler radar

(RaXPol; Pazmany et al. 2013) as it produced several

tornadoes while the visual characteristics of the conden-

sation funnel and debris cloud were recorded by a high-

resolution camera. The views of the tornado and the

lofted debris were largely unimpeded by precipitation

and poor visibility. The tornadoes moved slowly which

resulted in continuous volume scans of radar data being

collected over an extended period. In this paper, radar

reflectivity, single-Doppler velocities, ZDR, and rhv data

FIG. 2. Damagemap of theDodgcCity, KS, tornadoes on 24May

2016. Red lines represent the tornado tracks with the locations of

the tornado labeled at select times. EF ratings are shown for each

tornado. Black dots represent two deployment locations of the

RaXPol mobile Doppler radar (shown by an icon of the truck).

Photographs and videos of the tornado were taken at both sites.

Green lines represent the viewing angles from the Dodge City

WSR-88D (DDC). Areas enclosed by the magenta lines represent

 
aerial photographs shown in Fig. 3. Black stars represent the lo-

cations of the two tornadoes shown in Fig. 4. Brown dashed lines

represent the viewing angles from site 1. The area enclosed by the

brown box is enlarged in Fig. 5.
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are combined with the photographs in order to relate

these measurements to the visual characteristics of the

lofted debris. Section 2 discusses RaXPol, photogram-

metric techniques used in this study and the damage

survey. A series of vertical cross sections that combine

polarimetric data with photos taken of the tornado are

shown in section 3. A discussion and summary are pre-

sented in section 4.

2. RaXpol, photogrammetry, and the damage
survey

The primary observational platform used for the

current study is RaXPol. The radar transmits at a

wavelength of 3.1 cm, the antenna diameter is 2.4m,

and the 3 dB (half power) beamwidth is 18. The antenna
rotates as rapidly as 1808 s21. The range resolution is

30m, oversampled such that the range gates were 15m.

The frequency-diversity technique (e.g., Hildebrand

and Moore 1990) was used to increase the number of

independent samples needed to calculate the radar

parameters while in rapid scan mode. The elevation

angles within an individual volume scan were generally

from 08 to 68 in 18 steps and each volume was completed

in ;20 s. The time period of primary data collection

for photogrammetric analyses occurred during 2324–

2335 UTC (UTC5CDT1 5 h) capturing the evolution

of the debris cloud and its relationship with the tor-

nado. The interested reader is referred to Pazmany

et al. (2013) for additional information on RaXPol.

A number of investigators have used photogrammetry

to quantitatively analyze pictures of a condensation

funnel or a cloud field (e.g., Malkus 1952; Bluestein 1986;

Wakimoto and Martner 1992; Zehnder et al. 2007).

Photogrammetry requires knowledge of the precise

location of the photographer and the azimuth angles of

targets than can be identified on the picture horizon.

The azimuth angles to known targets are necessary in

order to calculate the tilt angle and the effective focal

length using spherical trigonometry. Subsequently, an

azimuth- and elevation-angle grid can be created and

superimposed onto the photograph. A comparison of

the azimuth angles of the targets visible on the horizon

of the picture with the calculated azimuth-angle grid

reveal that the angle errors range between 0.18 and 0.28
(17–34m during the analysis times when the tornado is

farthest from the radar). The photogrammetrically

derived angle grid is equivalent to the radar scanning

angles if the photographs are taken close to the radar

antenna as was the case for the current study. The

tornado motion was taken into account by shifting the

radar data; however, this correction was small because

the radar volume scans were completed in ;20 s. The

time of the photograph was used as the analysis time.

An overview of photogrammetry can be found in

Abrams (1952) and Holle (1986).

The relationship between the damage paths of the

Dodge City tornadoes and four times recorded by the

Dodge City WSR-88D (DDC) is shown in Fig. 1. A shear

zone is apparent in theDoppler velocity field at 2248UTC

(black arrow in Fig. 1b) approximately 12min before

the first tornado developed. A circular region of radar

reflectivity can be identified in Fig. 1a (black arrow) de-

noting the incipient stages of the hook echo. A pro-

nounced hook echo with radar reflectivities greater than

50dBZ and a rotational couplet (black arrows in Figs. 1c

and 1d, respectively) are centered on the tornado 1 (Fig. 2)

track at 2308 UTC. The strong echoes are also collocated

with relatively low rhv (not shown) indicative of lofted

debris. The DDC echo and velocity scans at 2322 UTC

were recorded before the dissipation of tornado 1 and the

formation of tornado 4 (Fig. 2). The black arrows denote

FIG. 3. (a)–(e) Aerial photographs of the Dodge City tornadoes.

Locations of the photographs are shown by the letter identifiers

plotted in Fig. 2. The area enclosed in (b) is highlighted by the

magenta lines in (a). Locations of the tornado tracks are shown by

the light blue lines in (a), (d), and (e). Tornado swath marks are

also highlighted in (d). The approximate widths of the tornado are

shown in (b) and (c).
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the location of the two rotational couplets and hook echo

appendages (Figs. 1e and 1f) that were identifiable at this

time. Tornado 4 was located in the middle of its damage

track at 2335 UTC (Figs. 1g and h). A smaller but stronger

rotational couplet is evident and it is accompanied by an

enhanced region of radar reflectivity similar to the images

shown in Figs. 1c and 1d. The radar images depicted at

2335 UTC are close to the times that photogrammetric

analysis of tornado 4 was performed (section 3).

A detailed aerial damage survey using a Cessna air-

craft, performed on 27May, identified 10 tornadoes over

the area west of Dodge City (Fig. 2). The EF rating of

each tornado is shown in the figure. All of the tornadoes

depicted in the figure were scanned by RaXPol while it

was deployed at sites 1 (2313–2346 UTC) and 2 (2356–

0006 UTC). The tornado tracks shown on the figure

were reconstructed based on damage swath marks in

the ground (Fig. 3) and the rotational couplet identified

in the Doppler velocities. The first tornado formed at

;2300 UTC, ;20km south southwest of Dodge City

(Fig. 2). The subsequent tornadoes tracked in a general

northward direction with the last tornado dissipating at

;0010 UTC. Fortunately, the tornadoes occurred in

rural areas and impacted few structures as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. The location and surface width of tornado

1 were well defined at several locations along its track

FIG. 3. (Continued)
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(Figs. 3a–c). Approximate dimensions of the tornado

width are noted in Figs. 3b and 3c. Aerial photographs

reveal a prominent ‘‘right turn’’ by tornado 4 (Figs. 2 and

3d) and a distinct lineation mark at the end of the tor-

nado 10 track (Figs. 2 and 3e).

The tornado tracks and times plotted in Fig. 2 reveal

that there were several instances when multiple torna-

does could be visually identified. Two tornadoes were

photographed at 2330:50 UTC (Fig. 4a) from site 1. The

stars plotted in Fig. 2 denote the location of the two

tornadoes at the time that the photograph was taken.

Both tornadoes are pendant from a prominent wall

cloud that is associated with a sloping cloud base. The

high-resolution scans recorded by RaXPol at 2330:

51 UTC are shown in Figs. 4b and 4c. A well-defined

weak echo hole (WEH) or minimum in radar reflectivity

surrounded by a high reflectivity tube (e.g., Fujita 1981;

Wurman et al. 1996; Wakimoto et al. 1996; Wurman and

Gill 2000; Dowell et al. 2005) denotes the location of

tornado 4 (Fig. 4b). The WEH develops in response to

centrifuging of hydrometeors and debris within an in-

tensifying circulation. A rotational couplet is centered

on the WEH (Fig. 4c). A smaller and weaker couplet

associated with tornado 5 is also highlighted in Fig. 4c.

The size and intensity of the couplet is not surprising

owing to the narrowness of the funnel depicted in the

photograph (Fig. 4a). There is no obvious distinguishing

echo appendage accompanying tornado 5 (Fig. 4b).

The focus of the current study is the photogrammetric

analysis of tornado 4 in the region depicted in Fig. 5. The

tornado track based on the aerial survey and the rota-

tional couplet locations and times are shown in the

figure. Also plotted in the figure are the locations of

the tornado during the analysis times presented in sec-

tion 3. The finescale analyses include tornadogenesis,

the formation of the funnel cloud, and the debris cloud

enveloping the condensation funnel. Fortunately, the

aerial survey provided the most up-to-date information

regarding land cover at the time the tornado traversed

the terrain. All sectors along the tornado path have been

labeled with the land-cover type (Fig. 5) that alternated

between wheat and exposed dirt fields (e.g., Fig. 3d).

3. RaXPol low-level scans and vertical cross
sections through the tornado

RaXPol recorded high temporal and spatial data of

radar reflectivity, Doppler velocity, ZDR, and rhv that

could be quantitatively compared with the visual char-

acteristics of tornado 4. The unique aspects of the cur-

rent study are the large number of consecutive radar

scanning volumes that can be integrated into a photo-

grammetric analysis and the detailed comparison of the

evolving funnel and debris cloud with the polarimetric

data. The range to the rotational couplet (i.e., the tornado)

was determined using single-Doppler velocity data from

RaXPol. This range was used to construct pseudovertical

cross sections through the weak echo column (WEC;

Tanamachi et al. 2012) and the rotational couplet using

the raw data collected by the radar. The use of raw rather

than interpolated data results in a finescale analysis of the

radar fields. These cross sections are along curved sur-

faces since a constant range is used. The distance from

RaXPol to the tornado varied for each analysis time.

Accordingly, the pictures presented in this section were

enlarged or reduced so that the length scale valid at the

distance to the tornado was the same. This adjustment

facilitates the comparison between the profiles (e.g.,

changes in the funnel cloud identified in the photos

are not a result of different ranges to the tornado).

The polarimetric variables could contain statistical errors

in areas of low signal-to-noise ratios such as the WEC.

These errors could lead to large spatial variability of the raw

plotted fields and sensitivity to the location of the vertical

cross section. This topic is discussed in the appendix.

a. 2324:45–2324:57 UTC

Tornadogenesis is defined as the time when damage

was documented at the ground (Fig. 5). The radar re-

flectivity, single-Doppler velocities, and polarimetic

data recorded by the low-level RaXPol scan at 2324:

46 UTC is shown in Fig. 6. The hook echo is evident as a

band of high radar reflectivity coiled up around a WEH

(Fig. 6). A rotational couplet is apparent but not intense

and low rhv and ZDR are centered at the location of the

WEH (Fig. 6). The incipient stages of a funnel cloud can

be seen pendant from cloud base at 2324:44 UTC

(Fig. 7a). The WEC was subjectively defined as radar

reflectivities ,20dBZ and is highlighted by the shaded

region in Fig. 7b. The WEC is centered on the funnel

cloud aloft with minimum radar reflectivities ,10dBZ.

The band of high radar reflectivity that connects the

hook echo with the main body of the storm (Fig. 6) is

apparent as the tilted column of echoes .40dBZ lo-

cated to the south (left) of the funnel cloud. The WEC

is approximately centered within the velocity couplet

(Fig. 7c). The maximum receding velocities and a min-

imum approaching velocities are .30 and ,230m s21,

respectively. The maximum azimuthal shear is;0.5 s21.

The location of the lofted debris is depicted by the

vertical profile of rhv (Figs. 7c and 7f). Shaded regions

that denote low rhv areas less than 0.40 are embedded

within the WEC suggesting that the particles are small

owing to the low radar reflectivity. Ryzhkov et al. (2005)

and Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2008) have noted similar

low radar reflectivity and rhv characteristics in inflow
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regions of supercells that were attributed to lofted light

debris. Past studies have shown that dust is highly di-

verse in shape and aspherical, which would lead to low

rhv (e.g., Okada et al. 2001; Kandler et al. 2007).

The column of low rhv extending into cloud base is

surprising since tornado formation has just occurred and

no visible debris can be identified in the photo. How-

ever, low rhv signatures indicative of a TDS have been

previously documented prior to tornadogenesis (e.g.,

Saari et al. 2014; Van Den Broeke 2015). They hypoth-

esize that debris is lofted as the wind field strengthens

prior to tornadogenesis. The tornado developed over a

wheat field in the current study (Fig. 5) where small

particles or sparse debris, not visually identifiable in

these photographs, could have been lofted by an in-

tensifying circulation. The pixel resolution of the pho-

tographs at a distance of 9 km (average distance to the

tornado) is ;0.5m. Sparse debris much less than this

dimension would not be visibly resolvable in the images.

Debris fallout from the dissipation of tornado 3 that was

subsequently entrained by tornado 4 may have also

been a contributing factor as proposed by Houser et al.

(2016). Indeed, a TDS could be continuously tracked

between the demise and genesis of tornadoes 3 and 4,

respectively. In addition, the short track of tornado 3

passed over a wheat field (not shown) where wheat

stems may have been lofted in the circulation.

The cross section of differential reflectivity (Fig. 7e)

reveals negative ZDR (,22dB) within the WEC and

low rhv. Common debris alignment (Ryzhkov et al. 2005;

Bluestein et al. 2007b) may be contributing to the neg-

ative ZDR observed in the present case (i.e., vertically

oriented debris). Bodine et al. (2014) proposed that

given the wide range of scatterer characteristics within a

resolution volume, some degree of common scatterer

alignment could produce negative ZDR even when rhv is

low. It is possible that wheat stems were lofted by the

tornado in this study and are exhibiting some common

FIG. 4. (a) Photograph of tornadoes 4 and 5 at 2330:50 UTC taken at site 1. The two length scales are valid at the

distance of the two respective tornadoes. The location of the tornadoes at 2330:50 UTC is shown by the black stars

in Fig. 2. (b) Radar reflectivity image at 18 elevation angle recorded by RaXPol at 2330:51 UTC. (c) Doppler

velocity image at 18 elevation angle recorded by RaXPol at 2330:51 UTC. Black arrows denote the locations of

a weak echo hole within the hook echo and the rotational couplets in (b) and (c), respectively.
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FIG. 5. Enlargement of damage track of tornado 4. Symbols plotted in the figure are shown

in the legend. White circles denote the locations of the rotational couplet and were de-

termined using RaXPol scans at 08 elevation angle. The blue circles represent the locations of

the tornado during the analysis times discussed in section 3. The characteristics of the land

surface traversed by the tornado are labeled on the figure. Azimuth and range from RaXPol

site 1 are plotted. Gray box is enlarged in Fig. 18. The area enclosed by this figure is shown by

the brown box in Fig. 2.
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debris alignment. Light debris such as wheat stems may

not be reflective or could be present in low concentra-

tions, which may explain the low radar reflectivity.

However, Mie or resonance scattering could be occur-

ring in one scattering direction. Differential attenuation

may also be contributing to the negative ZDR. Cheong

et al. (2017) andUmeyama et al. (2018) used a numerical

polarimetric radar emulator to hypothesize that com-

mon alignment of lofted debris composed of leaves may

occur because of centrifuging effects. The band of high

reflectivity noted in Figs. 7b and 7f is associated with

ZDR . 3 dB, which is indicative of large raindrops. The

high ZDR encircling the developing tornado can also be

identified in Fig. 6 (also documented by Griffin et al.

2017). This band may be an extension of the ZDR arc

(e.g., Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008, 2009) based on the

radar images recorded by RaXPol.

b. 2325:41–2325:51 UTC

The funnel cloud extends approximately halfway

between cloud base and the surface at 2325:35 UTC

(Fig. 8a). The minimum radar reflectivities are less

than 0 dBZ within the WEC (Fig. 8b) as the rotational

couplet intensifies and is accompanied by a smaller

radius of maximum of winds (Fig. 8c). It is noteworthy

that only 1min has elapsed between these radar vol-

umes illustrating the rapid centrifuging of hydrome-

teors that contribute to weaker echoes within theWEC

[rapid centrifuging was also noted by Wakimoto et al.

(2011)]. The region of radar reflectivity ,0 dBZ ex-

tends from cloud base to near the surface. The mini-

mum radar reflectivity does not extend to the ground

where the strongest centrifuging of particles would be

expected to occur. This is likely a result of small debris

that is lofted at low levels and is not visible in the

photograph (Fig. 8a). The rhv shown in Figs. 8d and 8f

continues to fall with the minimum (,0.20) located

within 250m above ground level (AGL; hereafter all

heights are AGL). The minimum rhv near the surface

supports the presence of low-level lofted debris

(Fig. 8f). Wakimoto et al. (2011) proposed a similar

scenario during the formative stages of the LaGrange

FIG. 6. Radar reflectivity, single-Doppler velocities Vr, cross-correlation coefficient rhv, and differential radar

reflectivityZDR scans fromRaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2324:46UTC.Range and azimuth angle grid is shown by

the gray lines. Black line represents the location of the cross section shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2324:44 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2324:45–2324:57 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values , 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler

velocities (m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities,

respectively. (d) Cross-correlation coefficient rhv. Values , 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR.

Red and green lines are isopleths of negative and positive ZDR, respectively; ZDR . 3 dB are shaded green.

(f) Radar reflectivity and rhv. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled on the

figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points from

RaXPol. Black arrow in (a) denotes the location of developing funnel cloud. The location of the tornado at this time

is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. (Continued)
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FIG. 8. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2325:35 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2325:41–2325:51 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities

(m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities,

respectively. (d) Cross-correlation coefficient rhv. Values , 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR.

Red and green lines are isopleths of negative and positive ZDR, respectively; ZDR . 3 dB are shaded green.

(f) Radar reflectivity and rhv. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the

figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points from

RaXPol. The location of the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 8. (Continued)
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tornado; however, no polarimetric data were available

in their study. The widths of the WEC and debris field

defined by lower rhv are comparable (Fig. 8f) in con-

trast to the results shown byWakimoto et al. (2015) and

Houser et al. (2016). This difference is not surprising

since the tornadoes in their studies were more intense

and were associated with large amounts of lofted de-

bris. The negative column of ZDR extending into cloud

base within the WEC remains a prominent feature

(Fig. 8e). Areas of positive ZDR (.3 dB) indicative of

large raindrops encompass the tornado (Fig. 8e). The

trough of rhv and the WEC both centered on the funnel

cloud leads to the conclusion that this region is com-

posed of a low concentration of very small debris even in

the presence of strong centrifuging. Low ZDR (Fig. 8e)

also suggests an absence of hydrometeors. These ob-

servations are consistent with simulations by Lewellen

et al. (2008) depicting a central tornado core that is

sporadically populated by sand even in the presence of

centrifuging.

c. 2330:32–2330:46 UTC

The funnel cloud depicted in Fig. 8a dissipates at

;2326UTCeven though a tornado is still apparent owing

to a well-defined damage track and rotational couplet

(not shown). Another funnel cloud forms at;2327 UTC,

briefly reaches the surface, before transitioning into a

funnel aloft at;2327:45 UTC. The funnel cloud remains

aloft and does not reach surface again until ;2330 UTC

and remains in contact with the surface during the ob-

servational period. A TDS was continuously identified in

the RaXPol scans from 2326–2330 UTC; however, no

lofted debris could be visually identified in any of the

photographs or videos (not shown). A small WEH has

developed within the hook echo at 2330:33 UTC and is

accompanied by a strong rotational couplet (Fig. 9).

The widths of the regions of low rhv and ZDR have also

increased (Fig. 9). The red circle in Fig. 9 denotes the

width of the funnel cloud near the surface and is plotted

on subsequent figures of low-level scans recorded by

RaXPol. The circle provides an important perspective

FIG. 9. Radar reflectivity, single-Doppler velocities Vr, cross-correlation coefficient rhv, and differential radar

reflectivityZDR scans fromRaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2330:33UTC.Range and azimuth angle grid is shown by

the gray lines. Black line represents the location of the cross section shown in Fig. 10. The red circle represents the

size of the funnel cloud near the surface in Fig. 10a.
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on the size of the tornado in relation to the much larger

radar signatures shown in these figures.

The funnel cloud accompanying tornado 4 at 2330:

33 UTC is shown in Fig. 10a. The WEC has narrowed

near the surface from the previous analysis time and the

minimum radar reflectivities are now less than 25dBZ

in response to the intensifying circulation with large

regions where the velocities exceed 50ms21 (Fig. 10c).

The motion of the tornado away from RaXPol (Fig. 5)

is contributing to the observed asymmetry in radial ve-

locities depicted in Fig. 10c. The annulus of high radar

reflectivities surrounding the WEC can be identified

near the surface (between 2908–2938 and 3028–3038
in Fig. 10b). A new feature, however, has developed

just outside of the WEC. A smaller annulus of strong

echoes has developed within a few hundred meters of

the visible funnel cloud (highlighted by the black arrows

in Fig. 10b). The inner and outer tubes or rings of high

reflectivity can also be identified in the RaXPol scan

shown in Fig. 9. The reflectivity pattern shown Figs. 9

and 10b is the double-ring structure noted by past in-

vestigators (e.g., Wurman et al. 1996; Wurman and Gill

2000; Tanamachi et al. 2007; Kosiba et al. 2008;

Wakimoto et al. 2011). They proposed that the inner

ring was associated with lofted debris while the outer

ring was associated with precipitation. Bluestein et al.

(2007b) concluded that the inner ring of a hook echo was

the result of lofted debris using dual-polarization mea-

surements at X band. The ZDR and rhv scans shown in

Fig. 9 are consistent with these past studies.

The vertical profile in rhv (Fig. 10d and 10f) reveals a

different pattern than the previous times. A trough of

rhv is still centered on the funnel cloud. However,

prominent in the lower half of the vertical cross section

of rhv are two areas of low rhv surrounding the funnel

cloud (black arrows in Fig. 10d). These two areas are

close to the inner ring of high radar reflectivity noted

earlier (Fig. 10f). Low rhv and larger values of echo in-

tensity suggest that these are two regions of high debris

loading or areas of larger debris sizes that could be

present in low concentrations just outside of the funnel

cloud. Similar structures have been noted by Dowell

et al. (2005), Lewellen et al. (2008), and Bodine et al.

(2016a) using simulations of lofted debris (Fig. 2 in

Bodine et al. 2016a; Fig. 5 in Lewellen et al. 2008). The

maxima in high debris loading are located near the

strongest azimuthal velocities in these simulations, simi-

lar to the analyses presented in Figs. 10c and 10d. The

vertical profile of ZDR at low levels reveals a ring of rel-

atively low ZDR that encompasses the funnel cloud.

The ZDR minima are also close to the areas of low rhv,

which could indicate that the areas of relatively high

debris loading may be characterized by some common

alignment at this time. This appears to be the first time

that high debris loading at low levels seen in simulations

has been verified in observations. The column of high

ZDR located south of the funnel cloud is still apparent.

d. 2331:27–2331:42 UTC

The funnel cloud widens and a lofted debris/dust

cloud can now be seen at low levels during the 2331:27–

2331:42 UTC volume scan (Fig. 11a). The minimum

radar reflectivities are still low (,0 dBZ) and the

20-dBZ isopleth is now located above the surface and

near the top of the visible debris cloud (Fig. 11b). The

increase in echo intensity near the ground is owing to an

increase in lofted debris as the tornado intensifies and

moves over a dirt field (Fig. 5). The speeds within the

rotational couplet continue to increase with the maxi-

mum azimuthal velocities located near the edge of the

funnel cloud (Fig. 11c). The column of minimum rhv is

more pronounced in response to the increase in lofted

debris and still extends throughout the funnel cloud and

WEC (Figs. 11d and 11f). The black arrows in Figs. 11b

and 11d denote low-level regions of high radar re-

flectivity and low rhv, respectively, which were noted in

Fig. 10 where high debris/particle loading is occurring.

Pockets of positive ZDR (highlighted by the black ar-

rows) are also apparent at this time in contrast to the

earlier analysis. The large ZDR encompassing the funnel

cloud at low levels was only observed during this anal-

ysis time and may be a result of hydrometeors that

were entrained into the lofted debris. It is possible that

hydrometeors could have fallen from above after exiting

the updraft. Common debris alignment (horizontally

oriented particles) is also a plausible explanation.

The low rhv region has begun to extend farther to the

south of the tornado (2938–2978 in Fig. 11d) when

compared to the profile shown in Fig. 10d. Examination

of the RaXPol scans revealed that the low rhv is a result

of strong wind speeds in the inflow that are progressively

lofting small debris and dust as air moves into and

rotates around the weak echo notch of the hook echo

(also shown in Fig. 12) as proposed by Ryzhkov et al.

(2005) andWakimoto et al. (2016). Indeed, note that the

extension of the area of low rhv is located in the weak

echo region of the hook in Fig. 11f. The funnel cloud is

embedded in a region of negative ZDR but there is also

another column of negative ZDR (,23dB) located on

the southern periphery of the funnel, whichmay indicate

common debris alignment in this region resulting from

the strong inflow drawing debris into the region.

e. 2332:04–2332:18 and 2333:00–2333:14 UTC

The low-levels scans of radar reflectivity and single-

Doppler velocities recorded by RaXPol at 2332:05 UTC
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(Fig. 12) have not changed drastically compared to Fig. 9

although the azimuthal shear is stronger. A semicircular

ring of low rhv (black arrow) outlining small lofted

debris rotating around the WEH mentioned earlier

surrounds the TDS signature. A circular band of positive

ZDR is denoted by the black arrow and is a result of

hydrometeors within the band of high radar reflectivity

that has coiled up around the WEH.

FIG. 10. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2330:33 UTC. Radar volume scan is

2330:32–2330:46 UTC. (b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values , 20 dBZ are shaded light

blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities (m s21). Magenta and yellow lines

are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities, respectively. Veloci-

ties ,250 and .50m s21 are shaded light magenta and yellow, respectively. (d) Cross-

correlation coefficient rhv. Values , 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR.

Red and green lines are isopleths of negative and positive ZDR, respectively; ZDR . 3 dB

are shaded green. (f) Radar reflectivity and rhv. The green circle represents the 18 beam-

width of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are valid at the distance to the center of

the tornado. The black arrows in (b) and (d) denote regions of higher radar reflectivity and

low rhv, respectively. The small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol. The lo-

cation of the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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The funnel cloud continues to widen and the debris

cloud is more distinctive near the surface and now

covers ;1/3 of the visible funnel cloud (Fig. 13a). The

WEC is still well defined and the inner ring of the high

radar reflectivity at low levels (denoted by the black

arrows) is still apparent (Fig. 13b). The low-level rota-

tional couplet (denoted by the black arrows) continues

to intensify and is associated with differential radial

velocities .151ms21 (Fig. 13c). The column of low rhv
is collocated with the funnel cloud with pockets of low

rhv flanking the funnel at low levels (denoted by the

black arrows) near the inner ring of high radar re-

flectivity. The observations shown in Figs. 13d and 13f

appear to be characteristic features of the rhv signature

of lofted debris for this particular tornado. The vertical

structure of the small lofted debris particles (low rhv)

advecting into the weak echo notch of the hook echo,

highlighted in Fig. 12, south of the tornado (denoted by

the black arrow at ;2958 in Figs. 13d and 13f) is clearly

apparent.

Figures 14 and 15 were created in order to facilitate

comparisons between the photogrammetric analyses of

the radar reflectivity and rhv fields, respectively, with the

data recorded at 18 elevation angle by RaXPol. The

relationship of the vertical profile of radar reflectivity

with the RaXPol scan (Fig. 14) is aided by the rotation of

the latter so that the radar azimuth angle to the tornado

is aligned with the photographer’s view of the tornado

FIG. 10. (Continued)
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FIG. 11. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2331:27 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2331:27–2331:42 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities

(m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities, re-

spectively. Velocities,250 and.50m s21 are shaded lightmagenta and yellow, respectively. (d) Cross-correlation

coefficient rhv. Values, 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR. Red and green lines are isopleths of

negative and positiveZDR, respectively;ZDR. 3 dB and,23 dB are shaded green and red, respectively. (f) Radar

reflectivity and rhv. Black arrows in (b), (d), and (e) denote areas of high radar reflectivity, low rhv, and high ZDR,

respectively. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are valid at

the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points fromRaXPol. The location of

the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 11. (Continued)
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(i.e., note that the 3008 azimuth angle for the top and

bottom images are aligned in Fig. 14). The size of the

funnel cloud in comparison to the hook echo is apparent

since the length scales for both images in the figure are

equal. The TDS as viewed in the 18 elevation scan can

also be readily compared to the vertical profile of rhv
and the funnel cloud shown in the photogrammetric

analysis (Fig. 15). The previously mentioned low rhv
signature spiraling within the weak echo notch of the

hook echo at the 18 elevation angle scan is aligned with

the same feature in the vertical profile in Fig. 15.

The negative ZDR column is, once again, collocated

with the funnel cloud surrounded by positive ZDR. The

low-level pockets of positive ZDR near the funnel (black

arrows in Fig. 13e) is theZDR ring shown in Fig. 12. Two

other region of high ZDR (shaded green) located at

a larger radius are also noted and have been a relative

consistent feature in these vertical profiles. A polarimetric

signature that could be uniquely equated to the visual

debris cloud is not readily identifiable. The small size of

lofted dust may preclude these particles from sub-

stantially impacting the TDS at the X band since other

larger scatterers may dominate the backscattered re-

turns. In addition, the radar receives backscattered

signal from particles with different dielectric constants

while the visual observations are a result of scattered

and reflected visible light. Accordingly, the discrep-

ancy may not be surprising. There are no substantive

changes to the kinematic structure of the WEC

(Fig. 16b) but the debris cloud continues to widen at

2333:00–2333:14 UTC (Fig. 16a). The analysis of low

rhv at the location of the tornado is now characterized

with multiple minima in the column (Fig. 16c) com-

pared to the earlier time (Fig. 13d). The major differ-

ence in the rhv field is the lofted debris signature

contained with the weak echo notch, which now has

FIG. 12. Radar reflectivity, single-Doppler velocities Vr, cross-correlation coefficient rhv, and differential radar

reflectivityZDR scans fromRaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2332:05UTC.Range and azimuth angle grid is shown by

the gray lines. Black line represents the location of the cross section shown in Fig. 13. The red circle represents the

size of the funnel cloud near the surface in Fig. 13a. Black arrow on the rhv plot denotes a region where small debris

has been lofted by inflow rotating within the weak echo notch of the hook echo. The black arrow on the ZDR plot

denotes a ring of relatively high ZDR.
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FIG. 13. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2332:06 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2332:04–2332:18 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities

(m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities, re-

spectively. Velocities,250 and.50m s21 are shaded lightmagenta and yellow, respectively. (d) Cross-correlation

coefficient rhv. Values, 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR. Red and green lines are isopleths of

negative and positiveZDR, respectively;ZDR. 3 dB and,23 dB are shaded green and red, respectively. (f) Radar

reflectivity and rhv. Black arrows in (b), (c), and (e) denote areas of high radar reflectivity, low-level rotational

couplet, and highZDR, respectively. Black arrows in (d) denote low rhv near the funnel and another area of low rhv
in the inflow region. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are

valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol. The

location of the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 13. (Continued)
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been lofted to a height of ;800m, near the base, and

has resulted in another column of relatively low rhv.

f. 2333:54–2334:08 UTC

The funnel cloud begins to narrow near the ground;

however, the rotational couplet continues to intensify dur-

ing the next two volume scans (not shown). The debris

cloud surrounding the funnel cloud can be clearly identified

during the 2333:54–2334:08 UTC volume scan (Fig. 17a).

Similar debris clouds have been documented in photo-

graphs (e.g., Bluestein et al. 2007b, see their Fig. 12) and in

numerical simulations (e.g., Lewellen et al. 2008, see their

Fig. 1). The portion of the lofted debris that is nearly

opaque reaches a height of;250mbut the translucent part

of the debris cloud extends to near the cloud base in the

figure. The increase in the amount of visible debris lofted is

in response to the increasing wind speeds and not related

to the tornado passing over a surface that is characterized

by debris that could be easily lofted even if the tornado

wind speeds remained constant. Indeed, an aerial photo-

graph of the field that the tornado traversed during four

times analyzed in this paper is shown in Fig. 18 (magenta

circles). The dirt field had been recently plowed. The tor-

nado was north of the driveway at the time of the analysis

shown in Fig. 17. The yellow line in Fig. 18 encompasses an

area ;400m in width where dirt has been scoured. The

scouring is consistent with the visual growth of the debris

cloud at 2333:52 UTC.

There is an increase in debris loading both visually and

in the documented increase in radar reflectivity at his

FIG. 14. (top) Radar reflectivity scan from RaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2332:05 UTC.

Range and azimuth angle grid is shown by the gray lines. Viewing angle of the photograph

taken of the tornado is shown by the black arrow. Black line represents the location of the

cross section shown below. (bottom) The analysis as is shown in Fig. 13b. Black arrow denotes

the location of the 18 elevation angle scan. The length scale for the radar reflectivity scan and

photogrammetric analysis at the distance of the tornado are the same.
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time. However, this increase in debris loading does not

appear to result in a decrease in the tornado’swind speeds

(as measured by the Doppler velocities) as shown in de-

bris simulations. It is possible that either the amount of

lofted debris was insufficient to impact the tornadic wind

speeds or that the storm/tornado-scale processes that in-

creased the tornado’s intensity had a greater influence

than any changes caused by debris loading.

TheWEC has narrowed in width and is elevated above

the surface (Fig. 17b). The tube of high radar reflectivity

(highlighted by the black arrows) has increased and is

now.50dBZ suggesting relatively high concentration of

debris are being lofted into these regions. The 40-dBZ

isopleth approximately outlines the main portion of the

debris cloud that overlaps with the most intense region of

the rotational couplet (Fig. 17c). The black arrow in

Fig. 17a denotes a notch in the debris cloud and a hint of a

curl that has been noted before in the literature (e.g.,

Dowell et al. 2005, see their Fig. 12). Debris is initially

lofted in a thin layer and advected inward by convergence

into the tornado at low levels. The debris rises upward

and is subsequently centrifuged outward. As the debris

exits the updraft, the debris cloud has been observed to

curl downward.

The rhv field undergoes a dramatic evolution at this

time (Figs. 17d and 17f). The column of minimum rhv
has shifted away from the tornado and WEC and is now

positioned along the periphery of the funnel. The black

arrows denote the two pockets of low rhv (Fig. 17d)

that has been a consistent feature during the entire

FIG. 15. (top) Cross-correlation coefficient scan from RaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2332:

05 UTC. Range and azimuth angle grid is shown by the gray lines. Viewing angle of the

photograph taken of the tornado is shown by the black arrow. Black line represents the lo-

cation of the cross section shown below. (bottom) The same analysis shown in Fig. 13d. Black

arrow denotes the location of the 18 elevation angle scan. The length scale for the radar

reflectivity scan and photogrammetric analysis at the distance of the tornado are the same.
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FIG. 16. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2332:59 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2333:00–2333:14 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Cross-correlation coefficient rhv. Values, 0.40

are shaded red. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are valid at the

distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol. The location of the

tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 17. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2333:52 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2333:54–2334:08 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities

(m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities, re-

spectively. Velocities,250 and.50m s21 are shaded lightmagenta and yellow, respectively. (d) Cross-correlation

coefficient rhv. Values, 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR. Red and green lines are isopleths of

negative and positiveZDR, respectively;ZDR. 3 dB and,23 dB are shaded green and red, respectively. (f) Radar

reflectivity and rhv. Black arrow in (a) denotes a clear region and a curl in the debris cloud. Black arrows in (b) and

(d) denote areas of high radar reflectivity and low rhv at low levels, respectively. The green circle represents the

18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The

small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol. The location of the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 17. (Continued)
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observational period. These pockets are close to the

visually opaque debris cloud and high radar re-

flectivity (Fig. 17f). The 0.90 isopleth located aloft

(;500m) at;2988 azimuth outlines the remnants of the

small debris particles located in the weak echo notch of

the hook echo. The ZDR profile has also changed during

this volume scan (Fig. 17e). NegativeZDR is now located

at the periphery of the funnel cloud near the areas of low

rhv. This shift in the pattern of lowZDR suggests that the

common debris alignment has moved from within the

funnel cloud to its periphery. NegativeZDR surrounding

the funnel cloud was also noted in Figs. 10e and 11e.

Interestingly, positive ZDR is noted within the funnel

cloud, which may be a result of the entrainment of hy-

drometeors. It is possible that vertical debris alignment

of small particles still exists within the funnel cloud but

the presence of a few hydrometeors has increased ZDR.

Horizontal debris alignment may also be occurring

within the funnel cloud (e.g., Umeyama et al. 2018);

however, this process alone would not fully explain the

observed increases in radar reflectivity and rhv. Low rhv
and ZDR displaced from the center of the TDS has been

previously noted by Griffin et al. (2017). They attribute

the displacement to sub- or suction vortices revolving

around the tornado center axis. This proposed mecha-

nism does not appear to explain the polarimetric pattern

shown for the Dodge City tornado. The rhv and ZDR

minimum are located beyond the funnel cloud. Sub-

vortices would not be expected to develop in this region

and none were observed or resolved in the single-

Doppler velocity scans.

g. 2334:29–2334:41 UTC

The TDS at 2334:31 UTC is characterized by a sig-

nificant increase in radar reflectivity consistent with

large amounts of lofted debris (Fig. 19). The rotational

couplet has not changed appreciably when compared

with the earlier scan (Fig. 12) although it is possible

that the wind speeds are more intense but are difficult

to resolve since the funnel is narrower than the earlier

time (cf. Fig. 13a with Fig. 20a). As previously men-

tioned, the increase in lofted debris does not appear to

be related to changes in surface characteristics (dirt

field in Fig. 18). The TDS has increased in size in the

rhv and ZDR fields consistent with the visual observa-

tions of the debris cloud (Fig. 20a). Low rhv associated

with small debris particles that are lofted in the inflow

into the weak echo notch is less distinct compared to

earlier times suggesting that these particles south of

the tornado are no longer aloft. In addition, the small

particles close to the tornado were likely entrained

into the circulation.

The visual signature of the recirculating debris is

denoted by the black arrow (Fig. 20a). The location of

the curl in the visual debris has nearly doubled in height

compared to the image shown in Fig. 17a. This change

could be related to stronger updrafts advecting the

particles to higher levels. The analysis of the RaXPol

data for the 2334:29–2334:41 UTC volume scan is pre-

sented in Figs. 20b–f. The trough of radar reflectivities

at the location of the tornado (Fig. 20b) is still appar-

ent but the area ,20dBZ (shaded blue) has dimin-

ished compared to previous volume scans as a result

of large amounts of debris that have been lofted. The

tube of higher radar reflectivities that encompasses

the funnel cloud (black arrows in Fig. 20b) extends to

near the cloud base, consistent with the growth of the

debris cloud. The rotational couplet at low levels

(Fig. 20c) is comparable to the earlier time (Fig. 17c).

FIG. 18. Aerial photo of a dirt field traversed by tornado 4.

Magenta dots represent the location of tornado 4 during the

analysis times shown in Figs. 13, 16, 17, and 20. Dashed line denotes

the tornado path. A region of scoured dirt is enclosed by the

yellow line.
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The cross-correlation field continues its transition

from a column of minimum rhv collocated with the

funnel cloud to a ring of relatively low rhv encircling the

funnel (Figs. 20d and 20f). Low rhv areas (shaded red)

north of the funnel largely coincide with the visible de-

bris cloud in the figure. There is less agreement between

low rhv and the debris cloud south of the funnel. Ac-

cordingly, the rhv analysis is useful for identifying lofting

of small debris particles that are not visible in photo-

graphs or movies. The ZDR profile has also evolved as

shown in Fig. 20e. A small region of positive ZDR was

apparent at the location of the tornado and was sur-

rounded by negative ZDR during the 2333:54–2334:

08 UTC volume scan (Fig. 17e). A column of positive

ZDR (.2 dB) is now centered on the funnel cloud

with regions of negative ZDR encompassing the

tornado approximately at the location of the debris

cloud (Fig. 20e). The analysis shown in Fig. 20 suggests

that larger scatterers are now present within the funnel

cloud owing to the increase in radar reflectivity. In

addition, these scatterers include hydrometeors (posi-

tive ZDR) mixed in with lofted debris (higher rhv in the

range of 0.40–0.60). The negative ZDR within the debris

cloud, outside of the funnel cloud, may result from

common debris alignment. As previously mentioned,

debris alignment may still be occurring within the fun-

nel cloud but that signal may be masked by the presence

of hydrometeors.

4. Discussion and summary

The analysis of data recorded byRaXPol on theDodge

City, Kansas, tornado 4 represents the first attempt to

combine polarimetric measurements with visual docu-

mentation of an evolving debris cloud. Previously, the

relationship between the TDS and debris that was visu-

ally lofted was largely unknown. The RaXPol data also

capture tornadogenesis and the formation of the funnel

cloud.A detailed aerial survey determined the location of

all of the tornadoes that were scanned by the radar and,

FIG. 19. Radar reflectivity, single-Doppler velocities Vr, cross-correlation coefficient rhv, and differential radar

reflectivity ZDR scans from RaXPol at 18 elevation angle at 2334:31 UTC. Range and azimuth angle grid is shown

by the gray lines. Black line represents the location of the cross section shown in Fig. 20. The red circle represents

the size of the funnel cloud near the surface in Fig. 20a.
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FIG. 20. (a) Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2334:24 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2334:29–2334:41 UTC.

(b) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Values, 20 dBZ are shaded light blue. (c) Ground-relative single-Doppler velocities

(m s21). Magenta and yellow lines are isopleths of approaching and receding single-Doppler velocities, re-

spectively. Velocities,250 and.50m s21 are shaded lightmagenta and yellow, respectively. (d) Cross-correlation

coefficient rhv. Values, 0.40 are shaded red. (e) Differential reflectivity ZDR. Red and green lines are isopleths of

negative and positiveZDR, respectively;ZDR. 3 dB and,23 dB are shaded green and red, respectively. (f) Radar

reflectivity and rhv. Black arrow in (a) denotes a clear region and a curl in the debris cloud. Black arrows in

(b) denote areas of high radar reflectivity. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales

labeled in the figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data

points from RaXPol. The location of the tornado at this time is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 20. (Continued)
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just as importantly, documented the ground cover since

the characteristics of the debris cloud are strongly influ-

enced by the surface traversed by the tornado. A WEC

and the formative stage of the rotational couplet were

identified during tornadogenesis. A column of low rhv
already extended to the cloud base. The existence of this

column at this early stage was believed to be a combi-

nation of debris that is lofted as the wind field strengthens

prior to tornadogenesis and debris fallout from the pre-

vious tornado (tornado 3) that was subsequently en-

trained into the tornado. A column of negative ZDR was

also centered on the tornado circulation and was hy-

pothesized to result from common debris alignment

(vertically oriented debris) although Mie (or resonance)

scattering could also be contributing. The tornado in the

present study traversed open fields that were character-

ized by dirt or wheat. It is unlikely that dirt would have a

preferred orientation but it may be possible that wheat

stems could have become vertically oriented. The wheat

stems may have remained aloft even when the tornado

moved over a dirt field, which would explain the persis-

tence of the negative ZDR column. Cheong et al. (2017)

and Umeyama et al. (2018) used a polarimetric radar

simulator to propose that common debris alignment from

lofted leaves could produce a negative ZDR signature.

The current study has proposed that lofted wheat stems

may also produce regions of common debris alignment.

An inner annulus or tube of high radar reflectivity

encircled the tornado at low levels as the circulation in-

tensified. This feature has been noted in previous studies.

Two areas of low rhv near the high echo tube were also

noted and are hypothesized to be regions of high debris

loading that have been documented in simulations of

lofted debris. Another column of low rhv resulted from

strong wind speeds that were progressively lofting small

debris and dust as inflow rotates around and within the

FIG. 21. Schematic models summarizing the radar reflectivity, hydrometeor, and debris fields for the Dodge City tornado for (a) early in

the tornado life cycle and (b) during the time that the debris cloud encompassed the funnel cloud.
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weak echo notch of the hook echo.Debris particles in this

region were lofted to near the cloud base.

The polarimetric structure undergoes a dramatic transi-

tion when the debris cloud was pronounced and enveloped

most of the tornado. TheWEC began to fill at lower levels

as more debris was lofted into the circulation and was not

centrifuged out. Theminimum in rhv was no longer located

at the TDS center. Instead, it was positioned at a radius

beyond the funnel cloud and approximately encompassed

the visible debris cloud. A column of positive ZDR was

collocated with the funnel cloud and was surrounded by

negative ZDR that approximately encompassed the debris

cloud. The positive ZDR and the increase in rhv and radar

reflectivity indicate that hydrometeors may have been

entrained into the tornado. The minimum in ZDR and low

rhv surrounding the funnel was likely a result of common

debris alignment within the debris cloud. It is also possible

that vertical debris alignment was presentwithin the funnel

cloud but the polarimetric signature was masked by the

hydrometeors. This hypothesis may partially explain why

theZDR profiles continually evolved with time. Occasional

entrainment of hydrometeors into the tornado could have

shifted the axis of minimum ZDR to the periphery of the

funnel cloud until the hydrometeors were centrifuged.

FIG. A1. Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2332:06 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2332:04–2332:18 UTC. (a) Cross-correlation

coefficient (rhv). The same cross section was presented in Fig. 13d. (b) Cross-correlation coefficient averaged over five range gates. Black

arrows in (a) and (b) denote low rhv near the funnel and another area of low rhv in the inflow region. Values, 0.40 are shaded red. The

green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado.

The small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol.
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A summary of the observations presented in this study

are shown in the schematic models (Fig. 21). The areas

of high debris loading at low levels during the early

stages on the tornado’s life cycle and after the debris

cloud envelops the funnel cloud are shown in the figure.

The band of high radar reflectivity that connects the

hook echo with the main body of the storm and is as-

sociated primarily with hydrometeors is shown to the

left (south) of the tornado. Small debris lofted by strong

winds flowing into the weak echo notch of the hook echo

is outlined in Fig. 21a. The areas of common debris

alignment, illustrated as vertically oriented wheat stems

among other lofted debris, are highlighted in both

schematics. Hydrometeors within the mature tornado

are shown (Fig. 21b). These hydrometeors result in a

column of positiveZDR and may be masking the vertical

debris alignment of the small particles. Bodine et al.

(2014) created a schematic of the polarimetric TDS as a

function of height (see their Fig. 12). The results shown

in this paper, however, suggest a more complex re-

lationship between the radar reflectivity and rhv.

The current study has illuminated the complex re-

lationship between lofted debris and the accompany-

ing debris cloud with the TDS signature commonly

FIG. A2. Photograph of Dodge City tornado 4 at 2332:06 UTC. Radar volume scan is 2332:04–2332:18 UTC. (a) Differential reflectivity

ZDR. The same cross section was presented in Fig. 13e. (b) Differential reflectivity averaged over five range gates. Red and green lines are

isopleths of negative and positive ZDR, respectively; ZDR . 3 dB and ,23 dB are shaded green and red, respectively. Black arrows in

(a) and (b) denote low-level regions of high ZDR. The green circle represents the 18 beamwidth of the radar. The scales labeled in the

figures are valid at the distance to the center of the tornado. The small dots represent the raw data points from RaXPol.
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observed using polarimetric radars. The continued ex-

pansion of the debris cloud as the tornado weakens and

the funnel cloud narrows will be a focus of future ana-

lyses. In addition, there is an opportunity to perform a

similar photogrammetric analysis on tornado 1 (Fig. 5)

to determine if the polarimetric features described in

this paper are replicated. Future studies of simulated

lofted debris are encouraged in order to verify the ex-

istence of vertically oriented particles that have been

hypothesized in the current study.
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APPENDIX

Spatial Variability of the Polarimetric Variables

Polarimetric radar measurements are prone to errors

as rhv decreases, especially in regions of low signal-to-

noise ratio such as within the WEC. Accordingly, it is

possible that slight shifts in the location of the cross sec-

tion in range could change the analyses shown in this

paper. Outlier data points could also have a large impact

on the rhv andZDR fields. One approach to address these

concerns is to range average rhv and ZDR and replot the

cross sections. Several cross sections were chosen and a

five-range gate average (i.e., an average over a radial

distance of 75m) was performed and new vertical cross

sections were constructed.

Examples of the reanalysis for 2332:06 UTC are pre-

sented in Figs. A1 and A2. The original plots shown

in Figs. 13d and 13e are also included in the figures.

As expected, both the rhv and ZDR profiles that have

been averaged exhibit reduced minima and maxima

when compared with the original vertical cross sections.

However, the general patterns of rhv and ZDR have not

been altered significantly and the main conclusions

stated in the manuscript would not have changed. In-

deed, the black arrows that denote regions of low rhv
at low levels in the original cross section (Fig. A1a) are

still apparent in Fig. A1b. One of the small areas of

high ZDR at low levels shown in Fig. A2a (black arrow

located in ;2958) is no longer present in Fig. A2b, but

the other region of highZDR near;3028 is still apparent.

The former was not a major contributor to the conclu-

sions presented in the current study.

It is also possible that low rhv and ZDR in regions of

low radar reflectivity are an artifact of the low signal-to-

noise ratio in the TDS. Distribution plots of rhv and

ZDR were produced in the both the TDS and non-TDS

regions for radar reflectivities between 0 and 10 dBZ to

determine if there was a systematic difference between

these two plots. The TDS was defined as rhv , 0.8

within the rotational couplet. The rhv and ZDR data

were binned for a number of different radar volume

scans. All of the distribution plots produced similar

results even when the data were further partitioned into

two separate distributions for radar reflectivities be-

tween 0–5 and 5–10 dBZ.

FIG. A3.Distribution plots for the 2330:29–2330:44UTC volume scan of (a) rhv and (b)ZDRwithin (black lines) and

outside (brown lines) of the TDS for radar reflectivities between 0 and 10 dBZ.
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An example of the distribution plots for the 2330:29–

2330:44UTC volume scan is shown in Fig. A3. The rhv and

ZDR distributions are different when comparing the plots

within and outside of the TDS. The maximum in rhv is

lower (;0.7) for the TDS region owing to the presence of

lofted debris when compared to the non-TDS region

(Fig. A3a). Themaximum inZDR also occurs near 0 within

the TDS versus the corresponding positive peak outside of

the TDS (Fig. A3b). Moreover, the former exhibits a bi-

modal distribution with two maxima that are associated

with positive and negative ZDR. The latter peak represents

the negative ZDR column discussed in section 3 while the

former results from the positiveZDR outside of this column

but still within the TDS. The positive maximum in ZDR

outside of the TDS suggests the presence of hydrometeors.
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